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Culture in the digital workplace
As leaders climb the career ladder, increase their span of control, and find
themselves navigating higher levels of organizational complexity, the art of
letting go can become paramount to their success. Effective leadership often
means handing your projects over to other members of the team and empowering them to guide those projects to successful completion. It can mean feeling confident as a leader that your team will produce results at the same high
standards to which you hold your own work. It likely means trusting employees to feel responsible for the outcomes of their work, and to put in the necessary effort and oversight to ensure a project’s success.

B

UT what if your employees don’t feel that

To be sure, the connectivity of the Industry 4.0

sense of personal responsibility?

era seems to represent an overall positive shift for

And worse: What if something goes wrong

companies. But when every part of the business—

as a result?

financial, production facilities, and even external

Welcome to a common problem that often leads

partners and customers—is connected, digitized,

to sleepless nights for far too many leaders. Projects

and increasingly transparent, the amount of infor-

fall apart and mistakes happen in the workplace for

mation available can be staggering.1 Further, the

many reasons, and instilling in employees a sense of

stakes are often higher: Broad interconnectivity can

personal responsibility over project outcomes can

mean that a poor outcome in one node can amplify

be difficult even in the best of times. For as old as

across the whole ecosystem, extending the ripple ef-

this leadership challenge is, however, it may pose a

fects further than ever before.2

bigger difficulty now than ever before, due in part to

Yet while the digital environment can amplify

the ubiquitous digital connectivity inherent in the

mistakes, often overlooked in the rise of the digital

fourth Industrial Revolution, also known as Indus-

workplace could be how it also typically shifts the

try 4.0.

ways in which workers experience their day-to-day
jobs. This shift is likely no less important. For example, many in-person relationships have suffered
with the onset of digital, connected technologies,

For further information about
Industry 4.0 and the ways in which
it transforms organizations and their
workforces, please see Industry 4.0 and
manufacturing ecosystems: Exploring
the world of connected enterprises.

weakening connections and commitments to others
in the workplace.3 Shifting jobs and flexible teams
can make it harder to define who we are responsible
to—and what we are responsible for—in many organizational contexts.4 These changes can make it
difficult to distinguish the roles and rules of the new,
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digitally driven workplace, so many workers could

the leader, you would ultimately be held responsible

simply lack the necessary information to make the

for your team’s mistakes.

right choice.

Within this article, we examine these three sides

In short, digital technologies can contribute to a

of the responsibility triangle—roles, rules, and rela-

lack of clarity around the roles, rules, and relation-

tionships—that contribute toward building a culture

ships—making responsibility, or the choice to take

of responsibility within an organization. We explore

ownership all the way to the end outcome, more

three major ways the digital environment can cause

difficult in today’s workplace. As we will explain,

each of the sides of the triangle to collapse, while

these three pillars should be in place for one to take

making the consequences of irresponsible actions

responsibility. A lack of clarity in just one of these

more widespread. Finally, we offer three organiza-

areas can weaken one’s sense of responsibility for

tional-level strategies that could help managers de-

a work-related outcome. Thus, as a leader, it’s usu-

sign environments that strengthen the three pillars,

ally important to instill strong clarity around rules,

infusing a sense of responsibility to employees in a

relationships, and roles before handing off a high-

digital age.

stakes project to your team. Because let’s face it, as
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Building the bonds
The three Rs of assuming responsibility

W

E define workplace responsibility as

Several factors can help determine whether em-

making the intentional choice to assume

ployees assume responsibility for the outcome of

ownership over the outcome of a work-

their work. Research suggests that people are more

related decision or process.5 This is the choice we

likely to take this type of ownership when they have

consciously make, prior to our action, to answer for

a strong understanding of the rules, a network of

the result. In contrast, the rational process that oc-

connected relationships, and an understanding of

curs after the behavior is the process of assigning

their role within a larger system.7 (See the sidebar

accountability, or blame.6 While these two concepts

“About the research” for further details.) We refer to

are similar, our paper focuses on the decision-mak-

these crucial areas as the three Rs: a set of intercon-

ing or choice that occurs prior to the behavior itself.

nected criteria that must be met for an acceptable

As we will discuss throughout, the digital environ-

level of responsibility to be assumed (figure 1).

ment can make it increasingly easier for for employees to diffuse their sense of responsibility prior to
an action.

ABOUT THE RESEARCH
Barry Schlenker, emeritus professor of psychology at University of Florida, discovered that
individuals with a strong sense of responsibility prior to an action were much more likely to commit
to higher levels of performance, persist longer, and perceive greater ownership over the results.8
Schlenker and associates conducted a variety of lab experiments to determine what factors went
into an individual taking responsibility prior to action. Three factors arose as statistically significant
predictors of responsibility—a strong sense of identity, a keen understanding of the rules, and a
sense of obligation or duty to others. We have translated these academic empirical findings into
the three Rs model (see figure 1), which allows business professionals to apply years of psychology
research to workplace contexts.
Schlenker and associates’ research findings were then tested against real-world environments.
For example, Thomas Britt, professor of psychology at Clemson University, found that soldiers’
psychological engagement during military missions on the battlefield were a direct function of how
strongly their roles, rules, and relationships were defined.9 Another study conducted in a classroom
found that a student’s actual performance could be predicted by how strong their responsibility
beliefs (three Rs) were prior to the exams. Finally, within an organizational context, research
found that over 50 percent of an employee’s willingness to help was explained by their personal
responsibility beliefs.10 These research studies also suggest that the level of responsibility people
presume prior to an action predicts how much effort and engagement they will likely put toward
its success.
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Figure 1. The three Rs of responsibility

Roles

Do I feel connected
to others involved?

Is my role clear?

Rules

Relationships

Are others around me observing the
rules and engaged in the project’s
success?
Source: Adapted and modiﬁed from Barry R. Schlenker, “Personal responsibility: Applications of the triangle
model,” Research in Organizational Behavior 19, 1997, p. 241.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

RULES: ARE OTHERS AROUND ME
OBSERVING THE RULES AND ENGAGED
IN THE PROJECT’S SUCCESS?

Researchers have referred to these three factors
as the psychological glue that attaches an individual to the end outcome. The three Rs are the markers,

Rules encompass the explicitly communicated

or checkpoints, that people often use to determine

processes, as well as the implicit social norms, that

their level of engagement in, and willingness to take

govern the right thing to do in a particular context.

ownership of, a task.

Rules set the boundaries for engagement and pro-

The three pillars of responsibility, which help

vide a mutual understanding of how to assess what

determine the level of motivation employees have

is “right” within a specific context. Outmoded rules
or a general apathy of others toward policies can

toward owning an outcome are defined as:

create confusion on how work actually gets done

ROLES: IS MY ROLE CLEAR?

within an organization.

Role clarity is the extent to which individuals

RELATIONSHIPS: DO I FEEL CONNECTED
TO OTHERS INVOLVED?

understand their areas of responsibility and the impact they can make to the organization. This pillar
is often essential to enabling employees to see how

Relationships describe the strength of interper-

their work impacts a larger purpose.11 Employees

sonal trust, or connectedness, among the individu-

who experience strong role clarity are more likely to

als involved, and the feeling that team members are

feel a sense of identification with the organization

invested in each other’s growth and development.

and may willingly invest more energy toward posi-

Stated simply, it’s the belief that others have your

tive outcomes.

back. Research has found that individuals are more
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three Rs can result in the individual detaching from

By providing a sense of
ownership through strong
role and rule clarity,
as well as connecting
individuals to others
within the organization
through interdependent
relationships, leaders
can help provide the
necessary infrastructure
for responsibility.

the outcome, causing the triangle to collapse on itself and giving rise to some familiar excuses: It isn’t
my job. I don’t think the rules apply here. I don’t
feel supported. By providing a sense of ownership
through strong role and rule clarity, as well as connecting individuals to others within the organization through interdependent relationships, leaders
can help provide the necessary infrastructure for
responsibility.
Keeping the three pillars of responsibility strong
can prove challenging even in the best of situations.
Just think through how difficult it is to keep up with
everything your team has to do within your organization, and how challenging it can be to ensure
timely updates and communication of progress. A
digital environment could further complicate this
process, by placing workers further away from
each other and environmental cues that help determine who has responsibility, and removing the social guardrails—those unspoken, invisible societal

willing to take responsibility when they believe oth-

norms that encourage and even pressure preferred

ers are supportive and invested in their overall suc-

behavior—that prevent them from easily opting out.

cess at work.

In the following section, we’ll look at three ways

12

These three pillars can govern how much effort

digital technologies may change the workplace en-

and attention employees expend toward their work,

vironment and potential subsequent effects on roles,

and can help determine the extent to which they

rules, and relationships—and thus, by extension, on

believe themselves responsible for the outcome. A

personal responsibility.

lack of clarity or a sense of weakness in any of the
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Breaking the bonds
Three impacts on responsibility in a digital environment

T

HE rise of digital technologies makes work

ships in ways that may reduce the level of responsi-

more convenient, sometimes with the un-

bility a worker takes for their work. These are (fig-

intended consequence of reducing workers’

ure 2):

senses of responsibility in the workplace. Here, we

• The rise of virtual bonds and remote work

examine three digital environmental trends that

• Increased automation

may impact the bonds of roles, rules, and relation-

• The shifting pace of work

Figure 2. Digital roadblocks to the three Rs of responsibility

Roles

Increased automation
can create role confusion
between humans and
computers

Virtual bonds
can weaken the
connectedness between
workers

Rules

Relationships

Shifting pace means the rules can change
regularly, potentially making it more diﬃcult to
take the time needed to consider potential
results of a decision
Source: Deloitte analysis.
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Virtual bonds: A growing
alternative workforce
can disconnect workers,
weakening the bond between
roles and relationships

Just as, or perhaps
because, data never
sleeps, employees are
increasingly expected to
be always-on and agile,
able to leverage new
information to make
decisions and act upon
them as-needed, ondemand, and in real time.

Remote work has grown in popularity in recent
years and technological advancements have made
virtual teams not only feasible, but highly productive.13 Workforce models are also changing, making
way for more alternative forms of work beyond the
traditional full-time, on-campus employee model;
remote work, contract work, and gig economy workers comprise a growing portion of the worker population.14
A side effect of this trend is that relationships
among workers, and bonds with their leaders, can
be more tenuous than in the past, with fewer opportunities to build ties based on experience and
mutual trust.15 One aspect of virtual teams is that

Reliance on automation may even lower barriers to

they have been shown to reduce individuals’ per-

error when, absent input from other humans, they

ception of the social presence of those who are not

consider the machine to be “in charge.”18 This ten-

physically present, potentially weakening mutual

dency is known as automation bias: humans accept

feelings of obligation and increasing the sense that

the machine’s answer as correct, ignoring conflict-

remote coworkers are less competent, reliable, and

ing information or their own instincts.19

A possible result of this cascade of

We often see such philosophical discussions in

effects is that workers may find it easier to blame

the military, where the use of autonomous systems

trustworthy.

16

mistakes on others, or feel less tied to the success of

has been a source of significant debate focused

their leaders.17

on the potential to “destabilize traditional norms
of military virtue,” resulting in “moral deskilling”
where the face-to-face element is removed from

Increased automation:
Excessive trust in machines
and distance from outcomes
can weaken the bond
between roles and rules

military missions.20 Researchers have found, for example, that people are more inclined to treat each
other poorly, when high levels of automation are
present, even noting, “Dehumanization is salient to
the domain of technology.”21
As we look forward to a continuing trend of hu-

As many repetitive, predictable tasks—from

mans and machines working together, each aug-

answering customer calls to manufacturing—grow

menting the other’s skills in symbiotic collaboration,

increasingly automated, workers can become more

it may continue to be a challenge to remain alert to

decoupled from many of the tasks they used to do

potential errors and take responsibility to prevent

themselves. Even with constant monitoring, tech-

their occurrence where possible. Thus, as leaders

nology simply cannot provide the same social guard-

find their own attention pulled toward other proj-

rails against mistakes that another human would.

ects and seek to empower their teams to manage
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tasks in which automation is present, they should

matters, “alarm fatigue,” or the desensitization to

strengthen the link between role clarity and rules.

constant alerts and alarms, can make traditional

After all, the human owns the outcome, not the ma-

barriers to error less effective; employees used to
seeing alerts for every error, no matter how minute,

chine.

may be more likely to ignore alerts for truly critical
problems.24

Shifting pace: Always
on, making decisions in
real time and on demand,
amid shifting rules and
weakening relationships

Increased connectivity can also extend relationships beyond one’s close, day-to-day colleagues to
include customers, suppliers, and other teams within the organization. Employees may thus find themselves fighting battles on multiple fronts, across a
broad array of tenuous relationships, having to

Information can be a wonderful thing: an asset

make quick choices that can affect many stakehold-

for making more informed decisions, uncovering

ers. When rules are always shifting, relationships

previously unseen patterns, or revealing new oppor-

extend to a wide group of stakeholders, data never

tunities. But in the digital age, it can also be consid-

stops updating, and time is of the essence, mistakes

ered a burden. For example, we often hear about the

are bound to happen.25

increased flow of information: 2.5 exabytes of data

Further, despite their connectivity, the complex,

is produced every day, while 140 million emails are

sprawling digital environments that characterize

sent every minute.22 For their part, connected assets

many organizations today may make it more dif-

create a flood of industrial data that far surpasses

ficult for employees to see the bigger picture, or

personal interactions.

understand how their decision fits into a web of

Just as, or perhaps because, data never sleeps,

choices made by other stakeholders throughout the

employees are increasingly expected to be always-

chain. When a variety of stakeholders is involved in

on and agile, able to leverage new information to

a process, one initial misstep can get compounded

make decisions and act upon them as-needed, on-

with each subsequent decision. When mistakes do

demand, and in real time. Given the amount of in-

happen in this always-on, complex digital environ-

formation now generated, rules that guide and drive

ment, the weakened link between rules and rela-

decisions change constantly, creating a state of scar-

tionships can make it easier for employees to avoid

city that forces employees to make reactive choices

personal responsibility—and for leaders to pinpoint

rather than strategic ones.23 Further complicating

where things went wrong to begin with.
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Rethinking the environment
Three ways to strengthen the pillars of responsibility
in a digital age

A

S a leader, delegating can be a challenge—

development. We see three ways that leaders can

especially without the necessary supports in

help strengthen the pillars of responsibility for their

place to help ensure that people will feel a

teams (figure 3):

sense of responsibility toward the outcome of their

• Promoting intentional collaboration

work. In this digital age, new challenges can weaken

• Driving reciprocity among coworkers

the three Rs of responsibility, possibly making this

• Practicing digital leadership

challenge all the greater. How leaders deal with this

Each is tied not only into the three Rs, but can

potential weakening can matter a great deal to the

also help address the specific ways in which digital

success of the organization, and, perhaps just as

technologies may be fraying those bonds.

important, to that of their own teams and personal
Figure 3. The three Rs of responsibility strengthened

Roles

Reciprocity

Intentionally collaborate

Employees may be more likely
to apply the rules to themselves
when organizations treat them
well

Employees relying on each other
can create more connected
relationships

Rules

Relationships
Digital leadership

Providing consistent and clear expectations
that are modeled at the very top
Source: Deloitte analysis.
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Intentionally collaborate:
Strengthen the link between
relationships and roles

nature of teams (for example, whether they are
dynamic or static, active or inactive, regular or sporadic, remote or in-person, formal or informal), and
ecosystem structures (for example, organization-

By taking an intentionally collaborative ap-

only, customers, suppliers, partners, and competi-

proach—one in which teams are brought together

tors) and networks to solve an organizational prob-

in ways that foster trust and a sense of ownership—

lem that transcends functional boundaries.26

leaders can create an environment in which their

WHY IT WORKS

employees feel a sense of responsibility, not only to

Behavioral research shows that people are more

their work, but to their peers and their team.
Intentional collaboration can involve a mix of

willing to go the extra mile and act honestly with

virtual and physical interactions related to a com-

people they like and trust.27 In addition, the more

mon cause. The term collaboration is key here, as

we identify ourselves with others and a cause, the

individuals should feel as if they are working to-

more motivated we usually are to assume responsi-

gether, contributing to an overarching project or

bility for an outcome.

Further, for as much as digital technologies can
reduce trust and responsibility, they can also provide
opportunities for teams to communicate more, work
together more closely, share information and resources
more easily, and provide feedback in real time.
mission, and relying on each other. Collaboration

WHAT CAN LEADERS TRY TO IMPLEMENT?

should bring about a general sense of cohesion

1. Create peer accountability during goal set-

among all team members. While the workforce

ting. This can be accomplished by allowing

grows more untethered and roles more fluid, in-

employees to identify others who are neces-

tentional collaboration can promote regular com-

sary partners in achieving their own individual

munications, improve engagement, and increase

goals. As the environment grows increasingly

transparency in potentially uncertain and regularly

interdependent, crafting goals that allow peo-

changing environments. Further, for as much as

ple to become accountable to each other could

digital technologies can reduce trust and responsi-

be a more effective way of clarifying roles and
deepening relationships.

bility, they can also provide opportunities for teams
to communicate more, work together more closely,

2. Reward and recognize collaborative efforts. As

share information and resources more easily, and

organizations transition to team structures,

provide feedback in real time.

relying more heavily on participative and col-

Creating an environment of intentional collabo-

laborative unit efforts, consider measuring

ration typically involves bringing together teams

group metrics rather than simply relying on

in all their forms as they exist across the organiza-

individual performance metrics for rewards

tion: geographic dispersion, types of communities,

and recognition.
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WHAT CAN LEADERS TRY TO IMPLEMENT?

3. Whenever possible, try to leverage the wisdom
of crowds in problem-solving. Bring people to-

1. Check in often on your employees and their

gether to solve a problem bigger than their own

sense of commitment toward the organization.

work or function. Leverage the power of tech-

Annual surveys are usually no longer enough

nology to bring people and ideas together in

to ensure that a mutual relationship exists be-

new, innovative ways that may not have been

tween employees and the organization, as it can

possible previously.

be too late by the time you get the results. An
easy and often missed opportunity is to check in
during reoccurring one-on-ones and team meet-

Reciprocity: Mutual
benefits can create a
stronger link between
relationships and rules

ings. While devoting time to project report-outs
is typically important, it can also be important
to set aside enough time to check in on the employee’s overall engagement and needs.
2. Have the courage to make decisions that can

Research suggests that employees who perceive

benefit the whole organization—not just a few

their organization as valuing their contributions and

stakeholders within your own domain. This may

caring about their well-being are much more likely

include broadly shifting your focus to encom-

to assume a sense of responsibility for others.28 In

pass larger customer and employee-oriented

fact, feeling responsible often precedes, and can

outcomes and needs. This may be easier said

even predict, prosocial behaviors in the workplace.

than done; however, by aligning functional goals

This is likely due to our human tendency to want to

to the organization’s key strategic priorities and

repay those who treat us well, which psychologists

by finding opportunities to recognize and cel-

refer to as reciprocity.29 The sense of reciprocity can

ebrate when these goals are realized by multidis-

be a strong motivator to act in the best interest of
others. However, the opposite also has been found
to be true: Many employees who perceive that their

If leaders want their
employees to assume a
sense of responsibility,
they should treat them
well. Employees who are
treated well will be more
likely to feel strongly that
the rules apply to them,
even when their manager
doesn’t have time to look
over their shoulder.

leaders do not have their best interests at heart are
likely to repay the organization in harmful ways, at
worst by engaging in deviant behavior or by simply
lacking the motivation to ensure a project’s success. Therefore, the message of reciprocity is rather
simple: If leaders want their employees to assume a
sense of responsibility, they should treat them well.
Employees who are treated well will be more likely
to feel strongly that the rules apply to them, even
when their manager doesn’t have time to look over
their shoulder.30

WHY IT WORKS
Research suggests people often feel compelled
to return favors. Studies also show we frequently
underestimate the number of people who are more
willing to give than take. Giving is often contagious
and encourages positive behavior in the workplace.
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ciplinary teams, leaders can start to model the

team. While the digital environment could certainly

behaviors that lead to an environment of trust.

pose newfound leadership challenges, it could also

3. Empower employees to easily work across multi-

pose an opportunity for leaders to leave a digital

disciplinary teams, make decisions, develop the

trace for others to follow.

right skill sets, and adapt to changing priorities

WHY IT WORKS

without having to go through multiple layers of
hierarchy. To accomplish this, consider looking

People are social creatures and often model the

for opportunities to diversify team membership

behavior of others—especially those in authority.34

and bring individuals from different functions

Numerous studies have shown how quickly people

together, designing decision rights that allow

adopt the behavior of a leader.

team members to make their own, real-time
decisions, and creating incentives that reward

WHAT CAN LEADERS TRY TO IMPLEMENT?

cross-functional teaming.

1. Hire digital leaders that work well with technology and can engage a diverse workforce toward
a common goal. Most “digital leaders” embody

Digital leadership: Setting
an example among peers
often strengthens the link
between rules and roles

many of the attributes we typically recognize in
great leaders, with the addition of skills in digital
platforms that can accelerate their ability to motivate and inspire their people.
2. Use surveys and leader assessments to measure

We know that humans often use the behavior of

and improve upon your digital leadership capa-

others to help determine the right course of action

bilities. For example, consider asking how well

in particular contexts, which is illustrated by the

leaders encourage risk-taking and build trust

link between rules and relationships. Most workers

among team members, or eliminate barriers to

continually assess what others are doing to guide

cross-cultural engagement—including geogra-

their own conduct. Thus, one of the key influenc-

phies and time zone differences.

ers of most employees’ behavior within their team

It can be challenging—even frightening—as a

32

starts with the behavior and tone of leaders.

leader to let go and trust your team to feel the same

In other words, it typically starts with you.

drive that you do to take ownership for the out-

Leaders can model the right behaviors in an on-

comes of their work. It can likewise be difficult for

line context through the use of digital leadership.33

employees to feel tied to responsibility for a project,

Most digital leaders leverage technology platforms

and the ever-increasing influence of digital technol-

as a way to empower and build agility across their

ogies on the workplace could only compound this

teams, not as a way to command and control re-

problem. But, you can rest assured—and even get a

sources. A digital leader can communicate consis-

good night’s sleep—that by strengthening the bonds

tently, authentically, and transparently with em-

between roles, rules, and relationships, leaders can

ployees, leveraging technology as a way to provide

help their teams navigate the digital, connected or-

real-time feedback. In addition, digital leaders can

ganization in a way that may also safeguard their

foster a culture of knowledge sharing, continuously

own success.

sharing relevant content and stories to engage the
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